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Headsrorupdulg/gravostyle-5-discovery-download.Q: Finding the order of elements in a group I'm given an element $a$ in a finite group $G$ and I would like to find the order of $a$. How can I do this? A: If $H$ is a subgroup of $G$ with $H\subseteq \langle a\rangle$, then $a$ has order $|H|$. So $|G|=|H|*|\langle a\rangle|$ gives
us $|\langle a\rangle|$, too. So we have $|\langle a\rangle|=|G|/|H|$. In particular, $|\langle a\rangle|$ divides $|G|$ and $|\langle a\rangle|$ divides $|H|$. It follows that $|\langle a\rangle|$ divides $|G|$ and $|\langle a\rangle|$ divides $|H|$. But since $G$ is finite, it follows that $|\langle a\rangle|$ divides $|G|$ and $|\langle

a\rangle|$ divides $|H|$. Thus $|\langle a\rangle|=|G|/|H|$. Q: Change font size of next text in scrolling viewpager I have an xml layout that is a scrollview that has a Viewpager in it and a layout that contains a button. I want to change the text size of the button on click but I also want to change the text size of the next/previous
item in the viewpager when I click on the button. I know I could do this with something like textView.setTextSize but I want the Textview to change only when I click on the button and not when the user taps on a list item in the viewpager. I also want the text size to change only when I move to the next or previous item in the

viewpager and not when I scroll the viewpager. My xml layout is as follows:
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My problem is that I simply want to convert the *.pdf file into *.epub file that is supported by Kobo e-reader. I downloaded from but still it doen't work as I want it to do. What else I could do to convert the files? A: What about OpenOffice? That's free and can open as much as you can. If you want to open as much as you can I
suggest you use LibreOffice or Google Docs (including Drive and Sheets), not OpenOffice. There are many free pdf to epub converters, e.g. pdf-xps. I have used the BitDust one. Q: Node.js function won't execute in Node.js module I have a Node.js module which exports a function like this: module.exports = function (app) {

app.get('/upload', function (request, response) { console.log("base"); response.writeHead(200, {"Content-Type": "application/json"}); response.end(JSON.stringify({ status: true, msg: 'User successfully created' })); }); } I use this module like this: var app = require('./modules/email'); app(app, function (app, user, pass) {
console.log("email:", user); }).listen(3000); Why is my console.log not outputting? What can be wrong? A: Since get is an asynchronous callback you can't do console.log from that function. You can only call console.log from the callback or from another function that is passed as the first parameter (in your case response). For this

you should use the second argument of app.get. If you want to call console.log from the callback. You can use Promise to solve this. For example, you can use the Q.async library for this.
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